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Global connectivity and local excitability changes underlie
antidepressant effects of repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation
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Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is a commonly- used treatment for major depressive disorder (MDD). However,
our understanding of the mechanism by which TMS exerts its antidepressant effect is minimal. Furthermore, we lack brain signals
that can be used to predict and track clinical outcome. Such signals would allow for treatment stratiﬁcation and optimization. Here,
we performed a randomized, sham-controlled clinical trial and measured electrophysiological, neuroimaging, and clinical changes
before and after rTMS. Patients (N = 36) were randomized to receive either active or sham rTMS to the left dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (dlPFC) for 20 consecutive weekdays. To capture the rTMS-driven changes in connectivity and causal excitability, resting fMRI
and TMS/EEG were performed before and after the treatment. Baseline causal connectivity differences between depressed patients
and healthy controls were also evaluated with concurrent TMS/fMRI. We found that active, but not sham rTMS elicited (1) an
increase in dlPFC global connectivity, (2) induction of negative dlPFC-amygdala connectivity, and (3) local and distributed changes
in TMS/EEG potentials. Global connectivity changes predicted clinical outcome, while both global connectivity and TMS/EEG
changes tracked clinical outcome. In patients but not healthy participants, we observed a perturbed inhibitory effect of the dlPFC
on the amygdala. Taken together, rTMS induced lasting connectivity and excitability changes from the site of stimulation, such that
after active treatment, the dlPFC appeared better able to engage in top-down control of the amygdala. These measures of network
functioning both predicted and tracked clinical outcome, potentially opening the door to treatment optimization.
Neuropsychopharmacology (2020) 0:1–8; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41386-020-0633-z

INTRODUCTION
Depression is a highly prevalent and serious mental illness, with
unsatisfying treatment success rates for even the best-calibrated
combinations of pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy [1, 2].
Newer treatments such as repetitive transcranial magnetic
stimulation (rTMS) may modulate connectivity in and between
speciﬁc brain networks [3], and may thus enable development of
non-invasive therapies that build on our emerging understanding
of brain network dysfunction in depression. Clinical trials have
demonstrated 10 Hz rTMS to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(dlPFC) to have sham-controlled evidence for antidepressant
efﬁcacy [4, 5], resulting in Food and Drug Administration clearance
and subsequent broad clinical adoption. Even so, remission rates
have been disappointingly low [6, 7]. Moreover, despite evidence
of its clinical utility, rTMS was developed without a speciﬁc
neurophysiological process to modify or a clear sense of its
speciﬁc anatomical target within the dlPFC, a region we now

understand to be highly diverse [8]. Recently, several studies have
attempted to resolve this heterogeneity as it relates to rTMS by
using task functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [9],
individualized brain network mapping [10], and resting-state
connectivity [11] (for a review see ref. [3]). While promising,
prior studies typically: (1) lack a sham control arm necessary
to distinguish intervention effects from factors like placebo
responses, and (2) aside from changes in connectivity, fail to use
causal brain measurements (e.g., activation in one region causes
brain changes in another region) to explain the mechanism
underlying rTMS. Optimization of the treatment technique has
thus been hindered by our poor mechanistic understanding of the
antidepressant effect of rTMS, and the lack of neural circuit signals
that predict and track clinical outcome.
To date, neuroimaging work investigating left dlPFC rTMS in
depression has used conventional brain measurement (e.g., fMRI or
electroencephalography (EEG)) before and after a treatment course
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(for a review see ref. [12]). These studies generally suggest a
change in either frontal or temporal lobe function, activity, or
connectivity after rTMS (often also tied to successful clinical
outcome) [3, 13]. Regarding frontal lobe changes, rTMS has been
shown to normalize within-network DMN hyperconnectivity [14],
normalize abnormal dlPFC-medial prefrontal connectivity [14], and
predict outcome based on dlPFC-anterior cingulate [9, 15] or
anterior cingulate–parietal connectivity [9]. Regarding temporal lobe
changes, left dlPFC rTMS has been shown to increase amygdala
blood ﬂow [16] and decrease responses to negative faces [17].
In addition to which neuroanatomical targets are relevant for
the antidepressant effect of rTMS, a mechanistic understanding of
how rTMS exerts its effect on these regions is limited. There is a
long-standing notion that 10 Hz rTMS works by increasing net
excitability through a long-term potentiation-like (LTP) phenomenon. However, limited evidence exists in humans to support this
claim. In fact, recent animal work on rTMS itself (rather than
electrically -induced LTP in brain slices) suggests a different
mechanism than excitatory LTP: decreased intracortical inhibition.
For example, 10 Hz rTMS applied to cat visual cortex resulted in a
decrease in the prolonged inhibitory rebound to single TMS
pulses, along with evidence of decreased inhibition during visual
processing [18]. We also recently demonstrated that a 10-minute
application of intracranial electrical cortical stimulation in an rTMSlike 10 Hz fashion suppressed the 20–40 ms stimulation-evoked
potential [19]. Given that this potential is thought to be inhibitory
in nature [20, 21], these studies suggest that rTMS may elicit
changes through a previously unconsidered mechanism of
decreased cortical inhibition. One way to understand which
regions and neurophysiological processes are altered by rTMS
non-invasively is therefore to examine brain activity directly
induced by TMS pulses using concurrent fMRI or EEG [22–24].
Concurrent TMS/fMRI can likewise reveal which downstream brain
regions are inﬂuenced by dlPFC stimulation [24].
To better understand the mechanisms and predictors of 10 Hz
rTMS treatment, we conducted a multimodal randomized shamcontrolled rTMS study in patients with major depression, and
examined changes in resting-state fMRI connectivity (Fig. 2) and
TMS/EEG-induced neural responses (Figs. 3 and 4). Additionally,
we compared TMS-evoked responses using concurrent TMS/fMRI
in patients and controls prior to treatment to determine whether
rTMS-induced connectivity changes reﬂected causally disrupted
neural relationships in depression (Fig. 5). Our initial pre-speciﬁed
hypotheses on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01829165) focused exclusively on concurrent TMS/fMRI; however, equipment failure
precluded us from collecting these data for 1.5 years, which
included all planned post-treatment measurements. Thus, we
were forced to revise the analysis in favor of resting fMRI and TMS/
EEG. The overall goals, however, remained the same, including (1)
to examine the causal interactions between the dlPFC and other
brain regions implicated in depression, and (2) to examine the
impact of antidepressant rTMS treatment on these connectivity
abnormalities. We hypothesized that 10 Hz left dlPFC rTMS
induces connectivity changes speciﬁc to the stimulated site in

dlPFC, that these changes would be reﬂected in adjustment of
abnormal resting fMRI and TMS/EEG patterns, and that the
strength of these effects would predict and track clinical outcome.
Together, our results suggest that 10 Hz dlPFC rTMS in depression
induces long-lasting, clinically relevant neuromodulatory effects,
likely related in part to a strengthening of top-down control from
dlPFC to the amygdala.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study methods are presented here in brief, with additional detail
available in the Supplemental Methods section in the online data
supplement. Of note, our study differs from what was pre-registered
on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01829165), because the pre-speciﬁed
hypotheses relied on concurrent TMS/fMRI data, which we could
not gather post-treatment due to equipment failure. The following
analysis was designed to take advantage of the multimodal data we
were able to collect despite this equipment failure.
Participants, assessments, and inclusion criteria
Eighty-ﬁve patients with major depressive disorder were assessed
for eligibility (see clinicaltrials.gov registration: NCT01829165
and Fig. S1 for CONSORT diagram). After exclusion based on the
criteria outlined below, or dropout prior to intervention, 36
patients gave informed consent to participate in this study, which
was approved by the Stanford University Institutional Review
Board. Three patients declined to participate following randomization but before treatment initiation. In addition, 28 healthy
control participants gave informed consent and participated in the
same procedures as the depressed patients did pre-treatment
(healthy participants were not re-assessed). A structured clinical
interview was performed to assess depressive symptoms and
other diagnoses. All depressed patients were 18–50-year-old, right
handed, and met criteria for DSM-IV deﬁned major depression
[25]. Depressed patients were either medication-free or were
washed off of their medications for 2 weeks prior to therapy
initiation. In order to limit placebo response rates that would
diminish active-sham rTMS comparisons, but not enrich for an
excessively treatment-resistant population [26], inclusion criteria
included failure of one adequate antidepressant trial withinepisode [27], but not > 3 failures.
Randomization
After initial assessments and baseline resting fMRI, TMS/EEG, and
TMS/fMRI, patients were randomized to active (N = 20) or sham
(N = 13) rTMS treatment in a 2:1 ratio within a double-blind shamcontrolled design (Fig. 1). See the CONSORT chart in Fig. S1 for
further details.
rTMS treatment
Active rTMS treatment consisted of daily 10 Hz rTMS (4 s on, 26 s
off) for 37.5 min (3000 pulses) for 4 consecutive weeks, and used
neuronavigation to target the dlPFC node of the frontoparietal
control network (FPCN; see Supplemental Methods). Sham rTMS

Fig. 1 Experimental protocol. Healthy controls (HCs) and patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) were enrolled and underwent
baseline resting-state fMRI, concurrent TMS/EEG, and concurrent TMS/fMRI, as well as clinical assessment. Patients were then randomized in
a double-blind fashion to daily 10 Hz active or sham rTMS targeting the left dlPFC. At least 24 h after the last rTMS session, patients underwent
a post-treatment resting-state fMRI, concurrent TMS/EEG, and clinical assessment.
Neuropsychopharmacology (2020) 0:1 – 8
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was performed with a ﬂipped TMS coil and electrical scalp
stimulation to mimic rTMS.
Post-treatment assessment
Twenty-four hours after the last rTMS session, a post-treatment
clinical assessment, resting fMRI, and TMS/EEG paradigms were
performed to compare with pre-treatment.
Resting-state fMRI—functional connectivity analysis
All functional connectivity analyses were performed using standard
tools in the CONN toolbox [28] (www.nitrc.org/projects/conn), after
removing unwanted motion, physiological, and other artifactual
effects from the BOLD signal as described in Supplemental
Methods. We focused on connectivity from the target of TMS in
the left dlPFC node of the FPCN, but as a control, we also calculated
connectivity from ten other randomly selected prefrontal regions.
We used linear mixed models to assess whether rTMS treatment,
compared with sham, modulated connectivity from the site of
stimulation, and whether connectivity values could predict clinical
responses to treatment. Our connectivity metrics and statistical
approaches are described in detail in Supplemental Methods.
Concurrent TMS/EEG
To assess causal patterns of brain excitability before and after
rTMS, we performed concurrent TMS/EEG mapping (N = 16 active
rTMS, 12 sham rTMS, 28 total). EEG was recorded as single TMS
pulses were applied to dlPFC nodes in the right and left
frontoparietal control network (FPCN) and the left ventral
attention network (VAN), as well as primary visual cortex (V1).
Following artifact rejection, TMS-evoked potentials were quantiﬁed for each time window and electrode (see Supplemental
Methods for further details). To compare the effects of treatment
arm (active/sham rTMS) and time (pre/post-rTMS), we performed
linear mixed model analysis within a full intent-to-treat framework
to accommodate data loss or treatment dropout. In addition, we
compared the effects of stimulation site and time using the same
framework. For both analyses, a cluster-based non-parametric test
was used to correct for multiple comparisons across evoked
potential time windows and brain region.
Concurrent TMS/fMRI
To investigate normative patterns of downstream inﬂuence in
brain regions identiﬁed by our resting fMRI analysis as demonstrating treatment-related change, a cohort of the depressed
patients (N = 20) and a matched healthy cohort (N = 21) underwent a concurrent TMS/fMRI scanning session conducted according to established protocols [24]. Single pulses were applied to
either the FPCN or VAN left dlPFC nodes, and downstream fMRI
BOLD responses were quantiﬁed and compared. See the Supplemental Methods section for further details.
RESULTS
Clinical results
Active rTMS led to a signiﬁcant group reduction in depressive
symptoms on the HamD (effect of time; F(1,33) = 26.4, p < 0.001). In
each treatment arm, ﬁve patients were categorized as clinical
responders (50% reduction in clinical symptoms; 5/18 or 27% in
active rTMS, 5/13 or 38% in sham rTMS). Consistent with effect size
expectations, given the sample size in our multimodal mechanismfocused design, this reduction did not signiﬁcantly differ across
treatment arms (treatment arm × time interaction: F(1,75) =
2.36, p = 0.135; HamDactive = 25.8 → 17.6; ΔHamDactive = −8.25;
HamDsham = 25.9 → 15.1; ΔHamDsham = −10.83).
Resting fMRI connectivity
We ﬁrst used a linear mixed model to test whether rTMS changed
the global connectivity of the dlPFC stimulation site, i.e., the
Neuropsychopharmacology (2020) 0:1 – 8
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average connectivity of the stimulated voxels with the rest of the
brain. Doing so revealed a signiﬁcant treatment arm × time
interaction (F(1,52) = 6.54, p = 0.013, Cohen’s d = 0.46, N = 31
Fig. 2a, b). This interaction was driven by a global connectivity
increase with active rTMS (posthoc pairwise test, F(1,28) = 7.28,
p = 0.012, Cohen’s d = 0.75, N = 18), but no change in connectivity in the sham arm (posthoc pairwise test, F(1,27) = 0.44, p = 0.51,
Cohen’s d = 0.29, N = 13). These rTMS-induced connectivity
changes brought patients closer, on average, to the connectivity
patterns in healthy participants (Fig. 2b).
As a control for spatial speciﬁcity, we analyzed global
connectivity from ten additional randomly -selected prefrontal
seeds, which were not directly targeted by rTMS (Supplemental
Fig. 2). When we combined the stimulation site with these
ten additional seeds, we found a signiﬁcant three-way interaction (seed × arm × time; F(43,420) = 2.16, p < 0.001), driven
by the strong two-way interaction in the stimulation site.
Indeed, when analyzed separately, there were no signiﬁcant
treatment arm × time interactions in any of the other regions
(all p > 0.1).
To further understand rTMS-induced changes in dlPFC connectivity, we generated seeded connectivity maps from each
patient’s site of stimulation, examining targets across corticolimbic circuitry implicated in depression (i.e., lateral and medial
PFC, insula, and amygdala) [29, 30]. This revealed signiﬁcant
connectivity changes in the bilateral amygdalae and contralateral
dlPFC (Fig. 2c, Supplemental Tables 2 and 3, Supplemental Figs. 3
and 4). As above, these active rTMS-induced changes brought
patients closer to controls (Fig. 2c; see pairwise statistics in the
ﬁgure legend). Notably, the normative negative dlPFC-amygdala
connectivity was evident only at post-treatment in the active
rTMS arm.
We next determined how dlPFC global connectivity related to
clinical treatment outcome. Within the active rTMS arm, baseline
left dlPFC global connectivity predicted treatment outcome, such
that patients with lower pre-treatment connectivity levels showed
greater clinical improvement (linear mixed model, global connectivity × time interaction, F(1,31) = 8.52, p = 0.007, Cohen’s d =
1.59; illustrated with a median split in Fig. 2d). Moreover, pre-topost increases in connectivity correlated negatively with pre-topost HamD changes, indicating that active rTMS arm patients with
the greatest increase in dlPFC global connectivity showed the
greatest clinical improvement (r = –0.6, p = 0.01; Fig. 2e). By
contrast, connectivity between the site of stimulation and the
amygdalae and right dlPFC did not predict or track clinical
outcome (prediction p’s > 0.42, tracking p’s > 0.23). Furthermore,
within the sham rTMS arm, baseline left dlPFC global connectivity
did not predict treatment outcome (F(1,22) = 0.40, p = 0.54,
Cohen’s d = 1.21), and changes in connectivity did not correlate
with changes in HamD score (r = −0.12, p = 0.72), although these
results should be interpreted with caution given low power within
the sham arm.
Concurrent TMS/EEG
Next, we asked if there were differential effects of active vs.
sham rTMS on the TMS-evoked potential (TEP), a tool to probe
the causal neurophysiological inﬂuence of a brain region
through single TMS pulses (Fig. 3a, b). After correcting for
multiple comparisons across the TMS/EEG potentials examined,
only the p30 (25–35 ms post-TMS pulse) demonstrated a
signiﬁcant treatment arm × time interaction in the linear mixed
model analyses (Fig. 3c, d). Speciﬁcally, signiﬁcant interaction
effects were found separately in left frontal (linear mixed model,
cluster-level statistic 38.06, p = 0.002, n = 5 electrodes) and
parietal (cluster-level statistic 38.06, p = 0.002, n = 4 electrodes)
electrodes for the p30 (Fig. 3d). These effects were driven by
signiﬁcant frontal and parietal p30 changes in the active but not
sham rTMS arm (within-arm effect of time scalp signiﬁcance
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Fig. 2 Active rTMS modulates functional connectivity from left dlPFC stimulation site, predicting and tracking clinical response. a Left
dlPFC stimulation targets were deﬁned for each individual based on the location of the frontoparietal control network (FPCN). b Treatment
arm (active, sham) × time (pre-, post-treatment) effects of rTMS on global functional connectivity from the stimulation site. HC healthy control,
MDD major depressive disorder. c Treatment arm × time effects of rTMS on functional connectivity seeded from the dlPFC stimulation site to
left amygdala, right amygdala, and right dlPFC. For the amygdala, connectivity in the active rTMS arm no longer differed between patients
and healthy individuals after treatment (left amygdala post-treatment t(41) = 0.83, p = 0.41; right amygdala post-treatment: t(41) = −0.23, p =
0.82), whereas it was signiﬁcantly impaired before treatment (left amygdala t(44) = 4.91, p = 1.32e-5; right amygdala t(44) = 3.07, p = 0.0036).
For the right dlPFC, connectivity remained persistently elevated in patients even at the end of active rTMS (pre-treatment t(44) = 4.08, p =
0.00018; post-treatment: t(41) = 2.62, p = 0.01). Peak voxels: left amygdala: −28 −2 −16, Z = −3.00; right amygdala: 30 −2 −18, Z = −3.14;
right dlPFC: 46 22 34, Z = −3.31. d Lower baseline left dlPFC global connectivity predicts greater change in HamD scores in the active rTMS
arm, illustrated here by a median split on baseline global connectivity values. e Pre-minus-post change in left dlPFC global connectivity in the
active rTMS arm correlates with pre-minus-post change in HamD scores.

topography plots in Fig. 3g and corresponding time series from
signiﬁcant treatment arm × time clusters in Fig. 3f). As shown in
Fig. 3e, active but not sham rTMS reduced (and reversed) the
p30 potential. Comparison with p30 responses in healthy
individuals revealed that the change with active rTMS in
patients was in the direction of normalization of p30 TEPs,
similarly for both the frontal and parietal clusters. Finally, while
baseline p30 responses in frontal or parietal clusters in active
rTMS arm patients did not predict the magnitude of clinical
change in linear mixed models, the amount of change in the
prefrontal p30 responses with treatment did scale with
symptom change. The greater the reduction in prefrontal p30
responses with active rTMS, the greater the associated clinical
change (r = 0.72, p = 0.0025; Fig. 3h).
Finally, we evaluated the site-speciﬁcity of this p30 ﬁnding
by comparing the change in p30 TEPs after active rTMS at
the left FPCN dlPFC to changes at the right FPCN dlPFC, left
VAN dlPFC, or V1 stimulation sites. We hypothesized
that network changes induced by left FPCN dlPFC rTMS
would most likely be observed following TMS/EEG to the
treated network (left FPCN) and not other networks.
We observed signiﬁcant stimulation site × time interaction
effects in the comparison between the treatment site and
all other sites (see Fig. 4), suggesting that p30 suppression after
active rTMS was observed only after single pulses to the
treatment site. In summary, active rTMS suppressed the p30

potential, and greater rTMS-induced suppression correlated with
better clinical outcome.
Concurrent TMS/fMRI
The results above imply that connectivity from the dlPFC to
speciﬁc downstream regions might underlie the clinical effects of
rTMS. Do these regions also show abnormalities in the causal
inﬂuence of the dlPFC in depressed patients at baseline? To ﬁnd
out, we took advantage of concurrent TMS/fMRI, examining
responses in the amygdalae and right dlPFC ROIs identiﬁed above
following single TMS pulses to the left FPCN dlPFC site. We again
used the nearby left VAN dlPFC site as a control for spatial
speciﬁcity. A linear mixed model revealed a signiﬁcant interaction
between stimulation site (FPCN vs. VAN dlPFC) and group (healthy
vs. depressed) (F = 7.50, p = 0.007), but no further interaction with
ROI (amygdalae and right dlPFC), suggesting similar effects across
ROIs. Indeed, testing for a stimulation site × group interaction
separately for each ROI revealed a signiﬁcant effect in the left
amygdala (F(1,39) = 5.34, p = 0.026), right dlPFC (F(1,39) = 5.68, p
= 0.022) and a trend in the right amygdala (F(1,39) = 3.47, p =
0.070). In healthy individuals, FPCN dlPFC stimulation led to
negative fMRI responses (deactivation) in the amygdala and no
change in the right dlPFC (Fig. 5a). By contrast, depressed patients
failed to show amygdala deactivation and showed aberrant right
dlPFC activation. None of these group differences were evident
following left VAN dlPFC stimulation (Fig. 5b) despite the
Neuropsychopharmacology (2020) 0:1 – 8
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Fig. 3 Daily active but not sham rTMS modulates the TMS/EEG p30 potential. a Single-pulse TMS/EEG was delivered before and after active
and sham rTMS at the left dlPFC treatment site. b Example TEP traces. c Scalp topography of each TMS/EEG potential across all participants.
d Treatment arm × time interactions were only found for the p30 (25–35 ms) potential (p < 0.05, cluster-corrected for multiple comparisons).
d Scalp topographic plot of the -log(p-value) of this interaction. e TEP time series for the frontal and parietal clusters in d, separated by
treatment arm. Green arrow = frontal cluster; blue arrow = parietal cluster. Shaded vertical bar represents the p30 time period. Insert shows
0–50 ms component of the TEP for each group. f Extractions of p30 amplitudes from the signiﬁcant frontal and parietal clusters, plotting preand post-treatment TEPs for each treatment arm, along with p30 amplitudes from the same electrodes in healthy controls (HC). Error-bars
represent SEM. g Scalp topographic plots of the main effect of time (pre vs. post) in each treatment arm. h Correlation between pre-minuspost p30 amplitudes in the frontal cluster and pre-minus-post symptoms (HamD) showing that the degree of change in the p30 correlates
with the degree of symptom improvement.

proximity to the stimulation site. In summary, concurrent TMS/
fMRI demonstrates that stimulation of left FPCN dlPFC normally
deactivates the amygdala, but depressed patients do not show
this effect.
DISCUSSION
To better understand how rTMS treatment in depression
modulates brain activity, we performed a randomized, shamcontrolled, mechanism-focused clinical trial and measured electrophysiological, neuroimaging, and clinical changes before and
after rTMS. Our ﬁndings were as follows: (1) Active but not sham
rTMS increased dlPFC resting fMRI global connectivity and
induced negative connectivity with bilateral amygdala that was
not present at baseline, with global connectivity predicting and
tracking the degree of clinical change; (2) Active but not sham
rTMS suppressed the early TMS-evoked potential (potentially
representing cortical inhibition, thus suggesting a post-rTMS
reduction in intracortical inhibition), localized to left-sided
prefrontal and parietal cortices, with the change in this signal
tracking the degree of clinical change; and (3) Depressed patients
failed to show healthy inhibition of amygdala activity from single
TMS pulses to the dlPFC delivered during concurrent TMS/fMRI.
Together, these results suggest that rTMS induces long-lasting
neuromodulatory effects, characterized by a reduction of electrophysiological metrics thought to index local intracortical inhibition
and a restoration of healthy negative dlPFC-amygdala connectivity. Important limitations to consider in the interpretation of these
ﬁndings is the small sample (a common limitation of highly
multimodal studies), the high placebo rate making it difﬁcult
to discern TMS-speciﬁc and non-speciﬁc factors, the lack of
Neuropsychopharmacology (2020) 0:1 – 8

separation between active/sham treatment arms (although not
powered for clinical separation), the fact that sham rTMS may have
components that are not fully inert, the potential lack of
generalizability to more complex clinical samples (e.g., rTMS and
assessments performed in a laboratory context in medication-free
patients rather than in a clinic context with concurrent medication
use), the method of identifying the target TMS site (using
normative resting fMRI maps with higher signal-to-noise as
opposed to individualized maps with lower signal-to-noise), the
fact that equipment failure precluded direct testing of the prespeciﬁed ClinicalTrials.gov hypotheses, and remaining questions
about the physiological mechanisms underlying TMS/EEG and
fMRI signals.
Ten hertz rTMS may reduce prefrontal intracortical inhibition
While increased excitation through LTP is widely thought to underlie
rTMS effects, our evidence suggests that rTMS may instead reduce
prefrontal intracortical inhibition, leading to clinical improvement in
depressive symptoms. Indeed, rTMS in animal experimental settings
has been shown to decrease interneuron ﬁring [31] and reduce the
inhibitory notch commonly seen in visual evoked activity [18]. We
recently reported that 10 Hz prefrontal intracranial electrical
stimulation in humans suppressed the intracranial p30 evoked
response [19, 32]. These results are consistent with the TMS/EEG
ﬁndings reported here, where active rTMS suppressed the
p30 speciﬁcally in the stimulated network. Importantly, we observed
changes speciﬁc to early potentials, stimulation site, and treatment
arm, all of which controls for non-speciﬁc effects of TMS [33]. While
the neurophysiological mechanisms of other TMS/EEG potentials are
clearer than for the p30, the reduction in the p30 may reﬂect a
reduction in GABA-Aergic inhibition. Electrical stimulation in slices
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Fig. 4 Site-speciﬁcity of p30 suppression after active rTMS. a FPCN vs. VAN. Top panel: Location of TMS/EEG stimulation sites in the left
dlPFC, corresponding to the FPCN (i.e., site of rTMS treatment) and VAN. Topography of stimulation site (FPCN, VAN) × time (pre, post-active
rTMS) interaction (p < 0.05, cluster-corrected, linear mixed model). Middle panel: Estimated marginal means from site × time effect. Bottom
panel: TEPs time series from each stimulation site. Error-bars represent SEM. Shaded vertical bar represents the p30 time period. Column with
green arrow denotes results from frontal cluster; blue arrow denotes parietal cluster. Shaded vertical bar represents the p30 time period. Insert
shows 0–50 ms component of the TEP for each group. We observed signiﬁcant stimulation site × time interaction effects in the comparison
with the left VAN dlPFC (frontal cluster-level statistic 55.78, p = 0.002, n = 5 electrodes; parietal cluster-level 55.78, p = 0.002, n = 2 electrodes).
b Similar to a, but for left vs. right FPCN dlPFC stimulation site × time interaction. Signiﬁcant site × time interaction effects were observed in
the comparison between left FPCN dlPFC and the right FPCN dlPFC (frontal cluster-level statistic 35.70, p = 0.002, n = 4 electrodes), c Similar to
a, but for left FPCN dlPFC vs. V1 stimulation site × time interaction. Signiﬁcant site × time interaction effects were observed between left FPCN
dlPFC and V1 (frontal cluster cluster-level statistic = 43.01, p = 0.002, n = 4 electrodes).

[20], pharmacological manipulation in humans [21], and paired
-pulse human TMS experiments [34] have been linked to GABAAergic activity. Therefore, rTMS may elicit neural facilitation due to
decreased prefrontal intracortical inhibition rather than through LTP.
Future work replicating these ﬁndings in a larger sample and linking
human p30 results to animal model and pharmacologic investigations are necessary to further elucidate this critical mechanistic
question.
Changes in dlPFC-amygdala connectivity
Using resting fMRI to examine long-range changes in connectivity,
we found that active but not sham rTMS increased global dlPFC
connectivity. Associated with this global connectivity increase was
an enhancement of dlPFC-amygdala negative connectivity. Thus,
while our EEG ﬁndings may represent decreased local inhibition
around the dlPFC, our resting fMRI ﬁndings may represent
enhanced inhibition from the dlPFC to the amygdala. In other
words, if these ﬁndings replicate in future larger studies, rTMS may
strengthen the ability of the dlPFC to exert top-down control
elsewhere in the brain, particularly in the amygdala.

Consistent with our resting fMRI results, we found that healthy
controls showed greater left amygdala deactivation than
depressed patients following single TMS pulses to left dlPFC. This
lack of amygdala deactivation in patients may arise from several
scenarios, including dysregulated dlPFC-amygdala coupling,
higher baseline levels of amygdala activation not effectively
decreased via dlPFC control, or a shift in control mechanisms such
that the amygdala is causally inﬂuenced by a different region in
patients relative to healthy controls. There may be other regions
mediating this functional link, and it is possible that these
mediating regions underlie the difference between patients and
healthy controls.
Our ﬁndings are consistent with studies suggesting that dlPFCamygdala connectivity is altered in MDD [35–37], and that rTMS
normalizes connectivity patterns [38]. We previously showed that
rTMS decreases FPCN hyperconnectivity (which includes the
dlPFC stimulation site) and induces stronger dlPFC-DMNnegative connectivity [14]. As the prior study did not include a
sham arm, it is difﬁcult to disentangle the effect of rTMS from
sham. Here, we found the major change distinguishing active
Neuropsychopharmacology (2020) 0:1 – 8
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Fig. 5 Causal inhibitory inﬂuence of the left dlPFC on the amygdalae and right dlPFC is perturbed in patients prior to rTMS. Concurrent
TMS/fMRI response following single-pulse TMS to the a left FPCN dlPFC, or b left VAN dlPFC. TMS responses were extracted from the regions
of interest identiﬁed in the resting fMRI treatment arm × time interactions displayed in Fig. 2c. Left FPCN dlPFC stimulation resulted in
amygdala inhibition in healthy controls (HC), but not in patients with major depressive disorder (MDD), an abnormal pattern that was not seen
in response to left VAN dlPFC stimulation. For the right dlPFC ROI, activation was seen in MDD but not HC participants, and only when the left
FPCN dlPFC was stimulated.

from sham rTMS was in dlPFC-amygdala connectivity. Treatment
enhanced negative connectivity between these two sites. Further
sham-controlled studies will be needed to replicate this ﬁnding
and explore its consequences for cognitive and emotional
functioning. It is notable that we were unable to replicate
previous studies, suggesting rTMS weakens connectivity
between the dlPFC and subgenual cingulate [39].
Predicting and tracking clinical response to rTMS
Both our EEG-based p30 and fMRI-based global connectivity
markers related to HamD change. Depressed patients with lowdlPFC resting global connectivity at baseline improved to a greater
degree following rTMS than those with high-dlPFC connectivity.
Furthermore, the greater the enhancement of fMRI global
connectivity or p30 suppression, the greater the clinical improvement. It is worth noting that these relationships were driven by a
small subset of patients who responded well to rTMS treatment.
Interestingly, although baseline global connectivity predicted
clinical response, baseline dlPFC-amygdala connectivity did not,
suggesting that some of the clinical beneﬁt might arise from
enhancing connectivity with other regions. Additionally, the
dissociation between the speciﬁc fMRI and TMS/EEG ﬁndings in
the active rTMS arm, and the similar clinical results in both the
active and sham rTMS arms, is noteworthy. This may reﬂect the
lower sample size in the sham group (and thus less likely to
demonstrate signiﬁcant effects) or the speciﬁc neurophysiological
effects of active rTMS that may not directly relate to clinical
effects. Finally, this study was powered to detect a medium effect
size for our primary group × time analyses on brain function. Thus,
some analyses, particularly those of individual differences in brainclinical beneﬁt relationships, were less well-powered and should
be interpreted with caution. Larger studies are needed to
determine the external validity of these brain-symptoms relationships and to explore the neural basis of responders in the sham
rTMS group. Future work with TMS/fMRI measurements before
and after active vs. sham rTMS will also be necessary to address
causal network abnormalities, as we had originally set out to do in
our ClinicalTrials.gov registration.

Neuropsychopharmacology (2020) 0:1 – 8

Future work
In addition to addressing some of the domains in which current
knowledge is lacking regarding how to best interpret resting fMRI
and TMS/EEG ﬁndings, our results suggest that future work
focusing on target engagement and dose–response in the manner
pursued here, with the proper sham controls and multimodal
measurements, could provide the mechanistic basis for secondgeneration personalized brain stimulation.
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